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Key Features

 z Meets the UL Classified 2043 Flame Spread/
Smoke Index for use in air handling systems.

 z Fits perfectly on anchor channel of any 
depth. 

 z Plastic legs snap into channel while stability 
tabs overlap the channel exterior for a secure 
installation.

 z External stability tabs with grooved slot 
feature for optional self-tapping screw.

 z Single piece product: no assembly or tools 
required.

 z Enhanced safety lip prevents insulation 
crushing and tearing from pipe movement.

 z Excellent finished appearance.
 z Available for 2-1/4" to 8-1/4" OD.
 z UV resistant.
 z Molded with high-strength Polypropylene 

Copolymer.
 z Temperature rating: -40oF to +178oF

Our patented Hydra-Zorb Bronco Insulation Tube 
& Pipe Saddle is made of high-strength plastic, 
making it one of the most durable products on the 
market. It fits perfectly on anchor channel of any 
depth offering stability and preventing damage 
to the insulation from pipe movement, greatly 
reducing mold and corrosion risk.  

Ideal for horizontal support of insulated tube 
(supermarkets, cold storage facilities, etc.) 
The Bronco Saddle is an affordable solution to 
preventing costly damage to piping and insulation. 

Use Recommendations

1. Set leg into any industry standard anchor 
channel, and rotate 90 degrees. Press down 
vertically on second leg to snap into position 
within the channel.

2. When installing in close quarters, simply set 
saddle atop channel with stabilizing tabs 
overlapping channel exterior. Press down 
vertically on both legs, bending and snapping 
them into place within the channel. 

3. No assembly or tools required.

Bronco® Insulation Tube 
& Pipe Saddle

UL Standard 2043, 2nd Edition:  
“Fire Test for Heat and Visible Smoke Release 

for Discrete Products and Their Accessories 
Installed in Air-Handling Spaces."
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